AntiHLA antibodies before and after Lung Transplantation: a role on medium – long term outcomes?
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Purpose
The development of donor specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) antibodies (DSA) has already been identified as a risk factor for graft dysfunction and poor survival in the context of lung transplantation (LuTx), but available evidence is not conclusive. The aim of our study was to evaluate the possible existing correlation between pre-existing and/or post transplant developing DSA and recipients’ outcome.

Results
132 patients were considered: 70 (53%) males, median age at LuTx 36 (29.51) years.
Among the “silent” patients: 63% remained negative after LuTx, 20% developed non-DSA and 17% DSA. Among “reactive” recipients: 15% remained negative after LuTx, 39% maintained non-DSA and 46.2% developed de-novo DSA. Finally, considering “activated” individuals: the vast majority (80%) maintained pre-transplant DSA and developed new ones, while the remaining 20% lost pre-transplant DSA but showed de-novo non-DSA. DSA tended to appear much earlier in pre-transplant allo-sensitized patients (1 vs. 3 months). These results are depicted in tables and figures.

Finally, both pre and post LuTx DSA showed correlation with the development of chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) (HR 3.43; 1.99-9.89 and HR 3.35; 1.46-7.68).

Methods
This was a prospective, observational study on consecutive LuTx recipients from January 2013 to December 2017. Every individual underwent DSA surveillance with blood specimens collection before and after LuTx surgical procedure. Three groups were defined based on pre-formed antibody setting at time of LuTx: silent, if no antibody was found on their blood; reactive, patients with non-DSA antibodies; and activated, patient with DSA antibodies. Correlation between antibodies panel (before and after LuTx) and outcomes (lung allograft dysfunction and survival) was then investigated.

Figure A – Pre transplant antibodies status

Figure B – Post transplant antibodies status

Conclusions
These preliminary findings support the role of both pre-existing and post LuTx developed DSA as a potentially dangerous risk factor for CLAD development, while they did not correlate with acute cellular rejection and/or survival.
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